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All games in this league will be governed by the Dizzy Dean Rule Book except where modified by 
these Local Rules. Please be certain that you have also read the SSYS GENERAL POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES, as applicable sections have by reference been made a part of the rules. These Local 
Rules will serve to clarify or embellish the rules in the spirit of Dizzy Dean Baseball. In these Local 
Rules, the words “he” and “she” or other gender references are used interchangeably. 
Dizzy Dean Rules require that children play in a league appropriate for their age, ability and maturity. 
All Players should register by LEAGUE AGE. League age is based on a child’s age as of April 30 of 
the current season year. For example, if the current season year is 2013 and a child is now ten (10) 
years old, but will be eleven (11) years old on or before April 30, 2013, he or she is considered to be 
league age eleven (11) and should be registered accordingly.  The SSYS American League is for 10, 
11 and 12-year-old players. 
 
PLAYING TIME 
AMERICAN League is an instructional league. During the regular season, coaches are HIGHLY 
encouraged to develop all players, including ensuring they are rotated and used in the infield and outfield. 
While we try to teach young players to be competitive and try their hardest to win, we also need to make an 
attempt to balance competitiveness with developing all players by being fair with playing time. 
• Each player must play on defense (in the field) a minimum of three innings in a six-inning game 

and two innings in games lasting 5 or less. The intent of this rule is to ensure that each player 
plays at least half of each game on defense. Because baseball is so unpredictable, it is uncertain 
how many innings an AMERICAN League game will go, therefore in keeping with the spirit of this 
rule, we suggest players be rotated so that no player sits on the bench for two consecutive 
innings. 

• There is no mandatory infield playing time in AMERICAN league, but SSYS strongly encourages 
that coaches ensure that each player plays a minimum of one (1) inning per game in an infield 
position, unless there is a safety issue regarding the player. If there is a safety issue, the 
manager must consult with the player agent or league official to get direction. 

• We strongly recommend managers use a chart to predetermine playing positions for each player, 
and every inning in the game to plan for fair and appropriate playing time for each player. 

• The Batting Order for each game will consist of the entire team roster that is present for that 
specific game. The players will bat in turn throughout the game. If a player leaves a game due to 
injury/illness or another commitment, their place in the batting order will be skipped without 
penalty of out for the remainder of the game. A player leaving the game/batting order due to 
other commitments will not be eligible to re-enter that game on offense or defense. A player 
leaving the batting order due to injury/illness will be eligible to re-enter his place in the batting 
order at any time the remainder of the game, but only if he is announced by his coach to the 
other team as re-entering the game before the beginning of that team’s offensive half of the 
inning in which he next comes up in the order. 
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PITCHING RULES 
Young arms are still developing. SSYS urges all Managers and coaches to read understand and 
adhere to these rules as well as advice from the pediatric orthopedic community. It is a long season, 
so help as many players as possible learn how to pitch. Also, be conscious of a pitcher who will or 
has already played catcher during that game; catchers have to make the return throw back to the 
pitcher after each pitch and their arms can get over-used if asked to pitch and catch in the same 
game. 
• Each player is limited to pitch six (6) innings per week. A week is defined as Monday through 

Sunday. If a player throws one pitch or more in a particular inning, one inning is counted against 
his pitching week. 

• Each team is limited each week to a total of eight (8) innings combined for all players of league 
age twelve (12). 

• Pitch count limits will be in effect for all pitchers in all games. Pitch counts will vary depending on 
the age of the pitcher. 

o 10-year old players are limited to seventy-five (75) pitches per game. 
o 11 and 12-year old players are limited to eighty-five (85) pitches per game. 

• During the first 2 weeks of the regular season the above pitch counts are reduced as follows. 
o 10 year olds – 65 
o 11 and 12-year olds – 75 

• If a pitcher reaches the maximum number of allowable pitches during the middle of an at-bat, the 
pitcher will be permitted to complete the at-bat for the particular batter. 

• If a pitcher reaches the maximum number of allowable pitches prior to the first pitch of an at- bat, 
the pitcher must be removed prior to beginning the at-bat. 

• In an effort to keep the game moving, please be aware when your pitcher is nearing the pitch 
count limit. As such, please make every effort to warm up your next pitcher in the prior half- 
inning when you know that your pitcher is nearing the pitch count limit. 

• Pitch counts will be kept by two designated non-coaching adults each game (i.e., parents who 
have kids playing in the game). Pitch counts will be reported to the home plate umpire after the 
completion of each half-inning of play. The pitch-count keepers’ determination of the pitch count 
for a team is final. 
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PITCH COUNTS AND REST DAYS 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• Any player who pitches at least 1 and not more than 35 pitches in a particular game must rest 
one (1) calendar day before he is eligible to pitch again. For example, if a player pitches at least 
1 and not more than 30 pitches on Tuesday, he will not be eligible to pitch again until Thursday. 
In this case, the pitcher’s one day of rest is Wednesday. 

• Any player who pitches at least 36 and not more than 50 pitches in a particular game must rest 
two (2) calendar days before he is eligible to pitch again. For example, if a player pitches at least 
36 and not more than 50 pitches on Tuesday, he will not be eligible to pitch again until Friday. In 
this case, the pitcher’s two days of rest are Wednesday and Thursday. 

• Any player who pitches 51 and not more than 65 pitches in a particular game must rest three (3) 
calendar days before he is eligible to pitch again. For example, if a player pitches more than 50 
pitches and not more than 65 on Tuesday, he will not be eligible to pitch again until Saturday. In 
this case, the pitcher’s three days of rest are Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. 

• Any player who pitches 66 or more pitches in a particular game must rest four (4) calendar days 
before he is eligible to pitch again. For example, if a player pitches 66 or more pitches on 
Tuesday, he will not be eligible to pitch again until Sunday. In this case, the pitcher’s four days of 
rest are Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. 

• For the purposes of determining the amount of rest days, if a pitcher goes over a threshold (31, 
51, 71 or 81 pitches) in the middle of an at bat, and exits the mound after that at bat, the pitch 
count used to determine the rest days for that pitcher will be the pitch count at the start of that at 
bat. As an example, if a pitcher has 43 pitches and starts a new batter and throws 9 pitches in 
the at bat (resulting in 52 total pitches), as long as he stops pitching after that batter, he will only 
be required to rest 2 days (based on 43 pitches), rather than 3 days. 

• In order to educate players, parents, and coaches of the risk of injury for youth players who throw 
curve balls or breaking balls, SSYS has implemented a policy to prohibit curveballs and breaking 
pitches for all pitchers. 

o If the home plate umpire determines that a pitcher intentionally throws a curveball 
and/or breaking pitch during a game, the pitch will be considered a delayed dead ball 
and the offensive team will have the opportunity to take the result of the play (i.e. if the 
ball is put into play) OR the pitch will be called a “ball” (i.e. if the offensive team 
chooses not to take the result of the play). 

o On the third occurrence of a curveball or breaking pitch by the same pitcher in the 
same game, the same consequence will occur, however after the third occurrence, the 
umpire will call a meeting on the mound with the defensive manager and pitcher and 
remind them of the rule prohibiting curves and breaking balls AND the umpire will 
notify a league official to observe the remainder of the game. If it is determined that a 
pitcher is intentionally throwing curve balls or a catcher or coach is intentionally calling 
for curve balls, then further action will be taken by the league. 

# of Pitches Days Rest
1-35 1

36-50 2
51-65 3
66+ 4

Max Daily - 10 yr old 75
Max Daily - 11/12 yr old 85

AL Pitch Count Rules - All Ages
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• Any pitcher, who is removed from pitching during a game, may not return to pitch in the same 
game; however, the removed pitcher may play any other defensive position in the same game. 

• A position player brought in to pitch will be permitted at least eight (8) warm-up pitches before 
throwing to the first batter. 

• There will be no balks called in American League. However, umpires shall call an illegal pitch 
and add one (1) ball to the count on the batter if, in the umpire’s judgment, an illegal pitch is 
thrown. Umpires should make every effort to point out improper pitches and counsel pitchers on 
what they are doing improperly with runners on base. Managers will try to find out what the 
umpire observed and help the player eliminate bad habits. 

• After a pitcher hits 3 batters in a game, he will be removed from pitching in that game, but may 
play other positions. 

• Intentional walks are not allowed, by "pitch-out" or otherwise. 
• Sunglasses are prohibited for all pitchers. 
• Official SSYS lineup and score sheets identifying the previous and current week pitchers’ names 

and innings pitched must be exchanged by managers prior to the start of a game. 
• Within 24 hours of the just completed game, managers shall e-mail the League Director (with a 

copy to the opposing manager) the score, winner and innings pitched and pitch count by player. 
• Pitching an illegal pitcher will result in automatic forfeiture of the game(s) by the violating team. It 

is the responsibility of the coaches, with the assistance of the League Director’s pitch count 
tracking, to police this on a weekly basis. 

 
SCORING 
Scores and league standings will be kept in AMERICAN League. There is no inning run limit. 
 
MERCY RULE 
In the event a team is ahead by 15 runs or more after 3 complete innings or 10 runs or more beyond 4 
complete innings, that team will be declared the winner. If the 15th or 10th scored overrun occurs in the top 
half of the inning, the Home Team will always get a chance to bat again. 

 
BATTERS 
• All batters must leave the batter’s box when a runner is attempting to score from third base (i.e. 

on a steal). Failing to get out of the box and away from the play is interference and the runner 
can be called out by the Umpire. No warning is necessary. 

• Bunts are allowed in AMERICAN league. Any intentionally bunted ball ruled foul shall result in an 
OUT if bunted on a third strike. 

• A batter is not permitted to throw his bat in any circumstance. A bat thrown in a reckless manner 
will result in that batter’s team being WARNED by the Umpire. A second thrown bat by any batter 
from that team will result in that batter being called OUT, regardless of the result of his putting 
the ball into play. All runners will return to their base. A second thrown bat by the same batter will 
result in that player being EJECTED from the game. We strongly recommend that coaches 
review this rule with their players and demonstrate the proper way to drop a bat after making 
contact. 

• A batter contacting a pitched ball while stepping on the home plate (while swinging at or bunting), 
will be called out. 

• ALL BATTERS WILL WEAR APPROVED BATTING HELMETS - AT ALL TIMES - WHEN THEY 
ARE ON THE PLAYING FIELD, ON DECK OR IN THE BATTING CAGES. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
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• THERE IS NO ON-DECK CIRCLE AT SSYS. Players are not permitted to take practice swings 
other than standing just outside or inside the batter’s box. Coaches are expected to instruct 
batters when it is acceptable to take a practice swing as to avoid hitting the catcher, base 
runners, umpires or coaches standing around the plate. Coaches should instruct catchers and 
other players to not step into the area near a batter that may be taking a swing. In addition, 
swinging bats in the dugout or outside the field during a game are strictly prohibited. 

• Approved Bats: Players will be ALLOWED to play with the NEW 2 1/4, 2 5⁄8”, and 2 3⁄4” USA 
BASEBALL big barrel bat.  Certain wood bats are allowed - 1 PIECE WOOD BATS DO NOT 
NEED TO BE STAMPED BUT ALL 2 PIECE WOOD BATS NEED TO BE STAMPED with USA 
Baseball Stamp. Any bat (no matter the barrel size) with the USSSA 1.15 BPF stamp is NOT 
allowed  

• A ball must clear the outfield fence to be counted as an automatic home run. A ball striking the 
yellow line or yellow cap on top of the fence, but returning to the field is a live ball and the runner 
is at risk of being put out. 

• Slash bunts are prohibited at SSYS. 
 

BASE RUNNING 
• A defensive player is not permitted to block a base if they do not have the ball. Runners must 

slide to avoid a fielder or catcher’s tag. If, in the judgment of the Umpire, a runner did not slide to 
avoid contact during a close call, the base runner shall be called out. 

• If a defensive player while not having the ball, in the judgment of the Umpire, physically attempts 
to disrupt the runner’s movement, the Umpire may award the runner a base or bases which in 
the judgment of the Umpire the runner would have achieved before the interference. 

• Base runners must slide feet first going into a base. Players sliding head first into any base will 
be called out; however, a base runner may dive head and hands first back into a base they have 
just passed. It is recommended that players NOT slide into first base. 

• A base runner leaving a base early (before the pitched ball crosses the front edge of home plate) 
will be asked to return to the base, if in the judgment of the umpire, leaving early gave the runner 
an advantage to reach the next base safely.  

• When the pitcher has the ball under control and is on the rubber, runners must then go 
back to their base and stay there. 

o To clarify and hopefully minimize questions, 'on the mound' with the ball is not 
good enough.  The pitcher needs to be on the rubber. It does not matter where 
the catcher is, if the pitcher has the ball and steps on the rubber, and a player is 
standing still off the base, he needs to then go back to the base he came 
from.  If the player is moving towards the next base (stealing) when the pitcher 
steps on the rubber, the player needs to immediately either keep going, or turn 
around and go all the way back.  The runner cannot just stand there and wait 
for the pitcher to do something, or start to steal then change and go back.  If 
that happens (player off the base, pitcher stands on rubber, player starts to 
steal then changes his mind and goes back to the base), that runner will be 
called out.  This might be a judgement call needed, i.e. was he moving/stealing, 
starting his lead, standing still, etc when pitcher got on the rubber and that is 
decided by the umpire and cannot be challenged/overturned. 

• The infield fly rule does apply in AMERICAN League. 
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BEFORE THE GAME 
The Home Team will occupy the first base dugout and will take infield practice first, followed by the 
Visiting Team. If time permits, both teams should get 15 minutes. However, if there is less than 30 
minutes, each team will get half the time available. Managers and Coaches should arrive at the field 
at least 60 minutes before the scheduled start time of a game and should urge players to arrive 60 
minutes prior to game time. This will give the players time to stretch and warm up away from the 
playing field, and for coaches to hold batting practice in the batting cages. There are 2 batting cages 
available to AMERICAN League teams near the right field line fence. Coaches will make sure the 
proper equipment (batting helmets) is out and available not only for the game, but also any batting 
practice. 
 
TIME LIMITS 
The time limit for all regular season games in AMERICAN League is one hour forty-five minutes (1:45). The 
time limit begins when the first pitch is thrown in a game. At that time, the umpire will declare the precise 
starting time for the game. The official scorekeeper will record the time in the scorebook. Time is not 
stopped between innings or for time outs. After one hour forty-five minutes has expired, the umpire will 
declare “time has expired.” The last inning will be played to completion, unless the home team is ahead at 
the moment time expires. At the moment the final out is made in the bottom half of an inning, the next 
inning officially begins. Games are to progress in a timely manner; team changes between innings should 
occur as quickly as possible and stalling by teams or coaches will not be tolerated. Catchers should have 
their gear on prior to the third out, unless they are at bat or on base. An agreement is hereby made 
between and among all of the AMERICAN league coaches to make every effort to play each game to its 
full six-inning limit.  If the game is tied after the time limit expires, the game is over and declared a tie.  
There will be no extra innings during the regular season.   

 
LINE-UPS AND SCOREKEEPERS 
Batting orders with starting defensive positions noted will be exchanged by both Scorekeepers or 
Managers before the game begins. A copy will be made available for both scorekeepers and the Umpire. 
Any player not present before the line-ups are exchanged may be added to the end of the line-up when 
they arrive. Managers are not to submit a line-up of players not present. Both score keepers must be 
notified when players are added to the line-up (due to late arrival) and/or scratched from the line-up (due to 
injury or early departure). The League will provide standard line- up forms. The Home Team keeps the 
official score book for each game. Score keepers should notify Managers of substitution violations (pitching 
and batting order) and the Manager should call time out to make an appeal to the Umpire-in-chief on any 
violation. The goal is to avoid protests and keep the game moving. 

 
RAIN OUT/POSTPONEMENTS 
In the event of bad weather, games will be called before they begin by the League or if right before game 
time by a consensus of the two Managers and Umpire-in-chief. Every effort should be made by the 
Manager to contact every player as soon as a game is called. Once a game begins, the decision to call a 
game is in the hands of the Umpire-in-chief but can be over-ruled by a League Official. Games are 
considered official if at least 4 (four) innings are completed (or 3 ½ if the Home Team is ahead). If in the 
judgment of the Umpire, playing conditions due to weather, light failure or any other situation are deemed 
unsafe or dangerous, the game will be halted at once. If this occurs before a game becomes “official” the 
game will be suspended. Games will not be postponed or suspended due to player shortages. If the SSYS 
lightning detection system goes off, all play must stop and everyone must leave the fields and take cover at 
a shelter until the clear signal is given by the system. This league will not take any chances with weather. 
Either coach has the ability (and responsibility) to suspend or cancel the game if they feel the children are 
at risk. 
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SUSPENDED GAMES 
Any game stopped by the Umpire-in-chief before completion of 4 innings (or 3 1/2 if the Home Team is 
ahead) will be deemed a “suspended game” and will be resumed at a later date from where it was halted. 
The score keepers must note the start and stop times in their score books and know at which batter and 
inning the game was halted. Note: When a suspended game is resumed, the batting order will be the same 
and any players not present for the resumption will be stricken from the order, but the order will remain 
intact. Players who weren’t involved in the first part of the game but present for the resumed game can only 
be placed at the end of the order- not filled in where player’s names where stricken. Both score keepers will 
meet before a make-up game resumes in order to reflect any and all changes in the line-up. Players, who 
pitched in the first part of the game and were taken out, cannot come back in to pitch in the resumed game. 
If for some reason a suspended game can’t be completed, it will be declared a “no game”. But if the game’s 
outcome has a bearing on the season standings, it will be played at the request of the League Director. 

 
FORFEITS 
A team must have at least 8 players to play a game. Fewer than 8 players, the team which is short will 
forfeit the game to the other team. If neither team has at least 8 players at the first pitch, both teams shall 
forfeit. The game can be played, but a forfeit is considered a loss in the season schedule. 

 
SUBSTITUTE RULES 
• If on any specific game day, a team only has 8 available players (or less) due to sickness, injury 

or family travel, the Manager may bring up a player from the next lower league but cannot bring 
up more players than necessary to field a complete defensive team. Fewer than 8 roster players 
would necessitate bringing up enough players to field the minimum 8 players to avoid a forfeit. 
Only SSYS AAA League Players are available as AMERICAN League substitutes. Managers will 
play no more than three lower league substitutes in a game. If a Manager has a player shortage 
and needs to bring players up, the League Director or Player Agent must be notified. It should be 
clearly indicated on the line-up card which players are substitutes. An attempt should be made by 
the Manager to have substitute players wear baseball uniforms which do not confuse the 
opposing team. The following rules must be observed: 

o No player may be a substitute if it would cause them to miss any part of their own 
game. 

o The substitute will be subject to all the AMERICAN League rules, including minimum 
playing time. 

o The substitute is not permitted to pitch in the AMERICAN league game, but may pitch 
in their AAA game that day. 

o If any roster team member unexpectedly shows up for the game, the substitute shall 
remain in the game, bat in his position in the order and must have minimum playing 
time. The late roster player will be placed last in the batting order and play defense per 
AMERICAN League substitution rules. 

• If a team loses a player during the season for the remainder of the season due to injury, 
relocation, or any other factor, the player will not be replaced with another player from AAA 
League and the team will continue the remainder of the season one player short. If more than 
one player is lost due to the above, then the Substitute rules will apply on a per game basis if 
needed. 

• It is expected that teams needing call-ups attempt to substitute different players from AAA 
League when possible to allow multiple deserving players the opportunity to “play-up” and to 
prevent from creating imbalance in the League. In no circumstance can a team use the same 
call-up player in more than 2 successive games. It is the responsibility of the coaches to poll their 
players in plenty of time before each game to allow enough time to arrange through the League 
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Directors for call- ups. 
 
SCHEDULING 
All scheduling will be done by the League Scheduler. Games are not to be rescheduled by Managers or 
Coaches on their own. The League will make every effort to schedule the make-up games, the fields and 
the Umpires as soon as possible after a game has been rained-out or postponed. Please alert your players 
and parents as soon as you find out so that everyone can re- schedule their lives. Please DO NOT ask 
players to call the rain-out telephone line, this is for Managers and Coaches only. Request that your 
players and parents contact you directly. 

 
MANAGING ON THE FIELD 
• Managers may visit the pitcher and/or other defensive players at the mound twice in an inning. A 

third conference in the same inning with the same pitcher requires a pitching change. An 
accumulation of four visits with the same pitcher no matter which inning the visits occur in will 
also require a pitching change. The manager or coach may talk with the pitcher in fair territory at 
the pitcher’s mound. The Manager and Coach are prohibited from making a third visit while the 
same batter is at bat. 

• Managers may also call time once per inning when on offense. During that time out, the Manager 
or Coach can only meet with one runner or batter. Umpires will move the game along. 

• Managers and Coaches will not leave the Coaches box when on the field of play when the ball is 
live. Base Coaches are not permitted to touch any runner when ball is in play. If in the Umpire’s 
judgment a player was touched by a Coach, that runner will be called out. No warning necessary.  

 
UNIFORMS 
Managers are responsible for ensuring that all players are in proper attire which includes uniform, tucked 
shirts, protective cup. 

• All jewelry is prohibited.  
• Sunglasses: 

o Prohibited for pitchers and batters unless they are prescription sunglasses 
o Permitted for fielders and catchers  

• Regular prescription eyewear is permitted for pitchers and batters but sport goggles are 
recommended 

• A pitcher shall not wear any item on his hands, wrists or arms.  
• A pitcher shall not wear white or gray exposed under-shirt sleeves or any white or gray sleeve that 

extends below the elbow.   
 
DUGOUTS 
The Manager, two Coaches and the team players are the only persons permitted in the dugout. Please ask 
others to leave. The Home Team will occupy the first base dugout. All equipment should be kept off the 
field. The gate between the dugout and field must always be closed during the play of the game. At the 
conclusion of the game, teams should remove all trash and personal equipment from the dugouts 
quickly, so the next team can prepare for their game and take the field. 

 
FIELDS 
Prior to games, when a field is being lined, all teams must give way to those lining the field. Once a field is 
lined, teams warming up should stay off the chalk lines. After night games, the Home team is responsible 
for turning off the field lights and scoreboard power and returning the scoreboard control box to its 
designated storage location. Coaches, who consistently fail to do this, will not be asked to coach at SSYS 
in the future. 
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GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP 
Inappropriate conduct on the part of Managers, Coaches, Parents, Umpires and Players will not be 
tolerated at SSYS. Umpires and League Officials do have the right and responsibility to make sure that 
good sportsmanship be part of every game and activity. They also have the right to ask you to leave the 
park if your behavior or language is not appropriate and in keeping with the spirit and rules of SSYS. 
Furthermore, if the League receives and verifies reports of behavior that in their opinion is inappropriate, it 
has the right to suspend or terminate the services of the offending coach. 
 
Regarding players, the intentional throwing of a bat, glove, helmet, or any other Equipment on the field or in 
the dugout area shall be grounds for ejection from the game. The first time inappropriate conduct occurs, 
the player will be warned and both coaches notified. A second offense by a warned player will 
automatically result in ejection from the game, and possibly a one game suspension. 

  
PROTESTS AND UMPIRES 
• All protests must be made according to the procedure in the Dizzy Dean Rule Book. Here 

are some points to remember: 
o Protest can only be made on violations or incorrect application of the rules, NOT on an 

Umpire’s judgment. Judgment calls like fair or foul balls, safe or out, leaving a base 
early, missing a base, balls or strikes, obstruction or interference and ball out of play 
are NOT reasons for protesting a game. 

o Only Managers have the right to protest, or a Coach in the Manager’s absence. 
o The Manager must seek the permission of the Umpire before leaving the dugout or call 

time if they are on the field coaching before lodging the protest. 
o The protesting Manager must notify the Umpire of the protest before the next pitch. If it 

is a protest based on an ineligible player, the protest must be made before the umpires 
leave the field after the final out of the game. 

o Following a protest notice, the Umpire will consult with the associate Umpire(s) and if 
the Umpire-in-chief is convinced that the decision is in conflict with the rules, he or she 
will reverse that decision. If after consultation, the decision stands, the Umpire will 
announce that the game is being played under protest. 

o Any protest must be submitted in writing to the League Director within 24 hours of the 
game. The Umpire-in-chief will also submit a report immediately. 

• Grievances such as conduct of teams and Managers or failure to play certain players are League 
matters are not items for protests, but certainly should be brought to the attention of the League 
Director and/or League Official. All Managers and Coaches are obligated to avoid protests. In the 
emotion of the moment, any Manager or Coach may disagree with the way a game goes, but we 
all must keep in mind that we are trying to teach kids the game of baseball and give them an 
opportunity to play the game. Protests generally distract kids (on both teams) and take the focus 
off the game. While you may want to run to the Umpire with your protest, ask yourself these 
questions before you jump to an action: 

o Will protesting help the kids? 
o Are you certain that this protest is based on a misapplication or misunderstanding of a 

rule? Be certain that you have read the Dizzy Dean Rules and all Local Rules. 
o If you win the protest, will it have a bearing on the game or help the entire League on a 

long- term basis? 
If you can answer “yes” to all three, then proceed. The League President will appoint a 
Committee of three people from the Board, who are not League Managers or Umpires, to hear 
and resolve your protest. Only information presented in writing by both Managers of the game 
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and the Umpire’s response will be reviewed by the committee. There will be no verbal cases 
presented. The decision of the committee is final. 

 
POST SEASON RULES 
• Regular season AL rules all apply during the post season, with the following exceptions: 

o Game times will be 1 hour, 55 minutes. 
o The Mercy Rule (10 runs or more) will apply after 4 (Four) innings (4 ½ if the Home 

Team is winning). There is no mercy rule in the playoffs after 3 (Three) innings. There 
will be no time limit or Mercy rule for the championship game or “if necessary” game.  
Those game will be played for the full 6 innings and will be played until a winner is 
decided. 

o Any player is eligible to pitch in the first game of the double-elimination portion of the 
playoffs provided that the player has had at least one (1) day of rest between the last 
game of the regular season (or tie-breaking game) and the first game of the playoffs. 

o The limit of eight (8) twelve-year-old innings per team per week is not in effect for the 
American League playoffs. 

o The rule prohibiting the throwing of curveballs or other breaking pitches for any players 
remains in effect during the AMERICAN league playoffs. 

o The pitch count and rest rules used in the regular season remain in effect; however, 
pitchers may pitch up to six (6) innings per week during the playoffs. 

o In the event a tournament has an “If Necessary” or Final Game, a player having 
pitched three (3) innings or less the previous day or previous game may pitch in the 
final to the extent of his remaining eligibility of innings for the week. Those players who 
have pitched more than three (3) innings the previous day or game will only be eligible 
to pitch two (2) innings the 2nd of consecutive games to the extent that the player still 
has eligible innings for the week. 

• Playoff seeding and tiebreaker rules: 
o Seeding order for playoffs will be determined by best overall record/winning% (i.e. 9-2-

1 /.792 is better than 10-3 /.769) ties count as 1/2 win 
o If there are ties in the standings then the tiebreakers, in order, will be: 

− 1st tiebreaker- Head to Head amongst all teams involved in the tie* 
− 2nd tiebreaker-Least total runs allowed PER GAME during the season (100 

runs/ 12 games = 8.33) 
− 3rd tiebreaker- Greatest run differential (capped at 7 runs per game) 
− 4th tiebreaker- Coin flip 

o *If there is a tie between 3 or more teams, then head to head among all teams involved 
will be used to eliminate as many teams as possible and the surviving teams that 
remain still tied will then use the tiebreaker rules noted above  

• Playoffs will be double elimination 
o Higher seeded team is home team throughout playoffs until Championship Game. 
o Championship Game #1 - the team that goes through the winner's bracket (no matter 

seed) is home team. 
o Championship Game #2 (if necessary) - the higher seeded is home team. 
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	PLAYING TIME AMERICAN League is an instructional league. During the regular season, coaches are HIGHLY encouraged to develop all players, including ensuring they are rotated and used in the infield and outfield. While we try to teach young players to ...
	PITCH COUNTS AND REST DAYS
	SCORING
	Scores and league standings will be kept in AMERICAN League. There is no inning run limit.
	MERCY RULE In the event a team is ahead by 15 runs or more after 3 complete innings or 10 runs or more beyond 4 complete innings, that team will be declared the winner. If the 15th or 10th scored overrun occurs in the top half of the inning, the Home ...
	BATTERS
	BASE RUNNING
	TIME LIMITS
	The time limit for all regular season games in AMERICAN League is one hour forty-five minutes (1:45). The time limit begins when the first pitch is thrown in a game. At that time, the umpire will declare the precise starting time for the game. The off...
	LINE-UPS AND SCOREKEEPERS
	Batting orders with starting defensive positions noted will be exchanged by both Scorekeepers or Managers before the game begins. A copy will be made available for both scorekeepers and the Umpire. Any player not present before the line-ups are exchan...
	RAIN OUT/POSTPONEMENTS
	In the event of bad weather, games will be called before they begin by the League or if right before game time by a consensus of the two Managers and Umpire-in-chief. Every effort should be made by the Manager to contact every player as soon as a game...
	SUSPENDED GAMES
	Any game stopped by the Umpire-in-chief before completion of 4 innings (or 3 1/2 if the Home Team is ahead) will be deemed a “suspended game” and will be resumed at a later date from where it was halted. The score keepers must note the start and stop ...
	FORFEITS
	A team must have at least 8 players to play a game. Fewer than 8 players, the team which is short will forfeit the game to the other team. If neither team has at least 8 players at the first pitch, both teams shall forfeit. The game can be played, but...
	SUBSTITUTE RULES
	SCHEDULING
	All scheduling will be done by the League Scheduler. Games are not to be rescheduled by Managers or Coaches on their own. The League will make every effort to schedule the make-up games, the fields and the Umpires as soon as possible after a game has ...
	MANAGING ON THE FIELD
	UNIFORMS
	DUGOUTS
	The Manager, two Coaches and the team players are the only persons permitted in the dugout. Please ask others to leave. The Home Team will occupy the first base dugout. All equipment should be kept off the field. The gate between the dugout and field ...
	FIELDS
	Prior to games, when a field is being lined, all teams must give way to those lining the field. Once a field is lined, teams warming up should stay off the chalk lines. After night games, the Home team is responsible for turning off the field lights a...
	Inappropriate conduct on the part of Managers, Coaches, Parents, Umpires and Players will not be tolerated at SSYS. Umpires and League Officials do have the right and responsibility to make sure that good sportsmanship be part of every game and activi...
	Regarding players, the intentional throwing of a bat, glove, helmet, or any other Equipment on the field or in the dugout area shall be grounds for ejection from the game. The first time inappropriate conduct occurs, the player will be warned and both...
	PROTESTS AND UMPIRES
	POST SEASON RULES

